CANDIDATE INFORMATION BOOKLET

Our vision
We will be recognised as the world’s most
celebrated wine company.

Our culture
We see the possibilities, where life is lived
with sleeves rolled up and minds left open.
Every voice heard.
Every voice welcome.
Our door is open, the sky’s the limit.
If it is extraordinary impact you are seeking
to make, it’s here for the making.
The next big thing for us is you.
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Who we are
We are one of the world’s largest wine companies, listed on the Australian
Securities Exchange, with a rich heritage and diverse portfolio of some of
the most recognised and awarded wine brands in the world.
Our focus is on delivering shareholder value through the production of
quality wine, couple with world-class, brand-led marketing, and we employ
approximately 3,400 talented winemakers, viticulturalists, sales,
marketing, distribution and support staff to achieve this.

Our treasured brands
Our passion for wine is reflected in some of the most recognised and
awarded wine brands, including: Penfolds, Beringer, 19 Crimes, Acacia,
Beaulieu Vineyard, Blossom Hill, Castello di Gabbiano, Chateau St Jean,
Lindemans, Matua, Pepperjack, Rosemount, Stags' Leap, Sterling
Vineyards, Wolf Blass, Wynns Coonawarra Estate and many more.
We are proud to market and sell brands that have tremendous heritage,
rich quality and a reputation for excellence across the globe. From the
iconic luxury of Penfolds, to the broad, enduring appeal of Lindeman’s, and
newer brands like 19 Crimes appealing to a fresh generation of consumers.
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Our locations
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Our history
The origins of each proud member of the brand family that is TWE today
dates back to 1843 with the establishment of the Lindeman’s Vineyard in
Australia’s Hunter Valley, Penfolds on the outskirts of Adelaide in 1844,
Beringer in the US’ Napa Valley in 1876 and Beaulieu Vineyard in 1900.
Our history is vast, our influence global, our pioneers brave and our
trailblazers innovative.
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Our people and culture
At TWE we know that it is the thinkers, the makers and the doers, that
create the most extraordinary impact. The kind of impact our customers,
partners and shareholders, desire and deserve, recognise and ultimately
reward.
Here at TWE we encourage those, who like us, see the possibilities when
life is lived with sleeves rolled up and minds left open. For all walks of life
and from all parts of our business, every voice is heard and every voice is
welcome. Each one of us here defines ourselves and in turn, it’s that spirit
that defines us and drives us forward.

Our door is open, the sky’s the limit. If it is extraordinary impact you’re
seeking to make, it’s here for the making.
Thinkers. Makers. Doers. Welcome.
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Our Growth Behaviours
Our Growth Behaviours guide how we all act and play a critical role
in setting the business up for long-term sustainable success.
Our Growth Behaviours are:
•
•
•
•

Be Focused
Inspire Belief
Build Trust
Collaborate to Win

All employees are measured on these behaviours through their
annual performance review. Demonstrating these behaviours every
day creates a culture that delivers sustainable growth and results.
Everyone in our business will benefit from this.
We know that companies with high performance cultures have better
leadership and create more opportunities for their people to succeed,
which then provides a better place to work. Everyone’s personal
success and job satisfaction can improve when we all focus on these
Growth Behaviours.
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What we offer
At TWE our working environment thrives on innovation, continuous improvement
and commercial achievement and that’s what we look for in our people.
We also look for people who possess a level of passion and ambition in all they do.
We create and maintain an inspiring workplace that captures and develops our
people’s potential and provides career opportunities locally and globally.
RECOGNITION OF SUCCESS
Recognition is an important driver of employee satisfaction, engagement and
performance. When employees have a win, we’re going to celebrate it!
High performance is recognised and rewarded through performance based Rewards
and Recognition Schemes.
DEVELOPMENT
TWE is committed to supporting development that builds both individual and
organisational capability. We support and encourage employees to be proactive in
managing their development.
Our Performance and Development Framework enables employees and People
Managers to align on what will be delivered (Performance Goals), how objectives
will be achieved and behavioural expectations (Growth Behaviours), and areas for
continuous growth and development (Development Plan).
We offer a number of exciting programs designed for leadership and personal
development, as well as strengthening functional and technical capability.
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LEADERSHIP FRAMEWORK
At TWE, we believe everyone is a leader whether you are a
manager or not.
Our TWE Leadership Framework is a capability framework that
underpins our Growth Behaviours and guides our development.
Our Leadership Capabilities are:
• Lead Self
• Manage Others
• Business Acumen
• Strategic Thinking
• Deliver Results

Focusing on the five capabilities in the Leadership Framework will
empower each and every one of us to develop more specific skills
and knowledge to continually enhance our performance and deliver
stronger business results.
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Benefits
TWE aims to provide benefits to its employees which are highly valued,
useful and utilised. We operate various different programs throughout
the regions and this page provides information on the various benefits
available to you as an individual. Benefits are constantly changing.
All Australian employees are eligible to purchase wine at a discount via
our Cellar Door website.
TWE offers quarterly wine vouchers to eligible Australian monthly-paid
employees, subject to certain conditions contained in Product Allocation
policy. Weekly-paid award employees are covered under a separate wine
voucher program, which is also detailed in the Product Allocation policy.
Employees are able to purchase TWE products and merchandise at a
discount from cellar doors throughout the country. Please consult the
Product Allocation policy for the terms and conditions.

Inside Talent is TWE’s global internal recruitment program, focused on
supporting the development of our employees career at TWE.
Inside Talent has been developed to ensure our employees get the best
access to insights, training and coaching to support their ongoing career
development needs.

We know that employee referrals are a great way to attract great people
to our business, and Talent Cellar will help to ensure we have a pipeline
of high calibre talent. Our program offers tiered rewards for roles
across all regions, ranging from AUD$500 to AUD$3,000 (gross).

Our employee share plan, Share Cellar is available for eligible employees
to participate in becoming shareholders and co-owners in TWE as we
strive to become the world’s most celebrated wine company.
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Employee Assistance Program
The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) provides a range of
services and support for all TWE employees and immediate
family members (if eligible). The EAP is easily accessible,
voluntary, completely confidential and can provide support on a
range of personal and work related issues including maximising
your potential performance, dealing with grief, stress
management and career pathing.
Frequently Asked Questions:
Q: Is it confidential if I access the EAP?
A: That's correct, the EAP is completely confidential. TWE only
receive a report on how frequently the EAP services have been
used. TWE does not receive any details about who has used the
program.
Q: How do I access and utilise the EAP?
A: Contact the EAP provider using the contact details in the
links above. Simply state that you are a TWE employee and
what you would like to access, then you can arrange the details
with them directly.
Q: Can my family use the EAP?
A: Yes, immediate family members (children, siblings, parents
etc) can also use the EAP services.

TWE’s approach to corporate
responsibility
Our mission is to create long term value for TWE and everyone
who touches our Company by being sustainable in everything we
do. This is achieved through our focus on four key Corporate
Responsibility pillars.

The pillars and their guiding principles are:
•
•

•
•

Performance – be transparent and hold ourselves to account
Planet – be sustainable and efficient when sourcing and
producing our wine
People – respect and enhance the lives of our people and our
communities
Product – create quality wines that are consumed and promoted
responsibly and safely
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As a TWE employee, there are many ways employees can get
involved and engage with our Corporate Responsibility
programs and initiatives either through their day to day role
or through specialised global events. See below for some of the
programs that our employees can get involved with at TWE:
Sustainable Future
TWE’s environmental sustainability
framework embedded at our vineyards,
wineries and packaging centres.
Destination Zero Harm
TWE’s Health and Safety engagement
program.
TWEforShe
A global capability program designed to unlock
the potential of women at TWE.
Global Volunteering Week
An annual event where employees can
volunteer and make an impact in the local
community.
Fundraising Boost
TWE’s Corporate Giving program that enables
employees to have their fundraising efforts
boosted.
Responsible marketing and sales
TWE’s Responsible Marketing Guidelines and
Responsible Sales and Marketing Handbook
set the standard for the Company and
Industry.
Responsible Consumption
Our employees can learn more about alcohol
and how they can manage alcohol consumption
as part of maintaining their personal health
and safety, the health and safety of those
around them and their reputation. 12 | P a g e

Recruitment at TWE
During the recruitment process you may be
asked to participate in one of more of the
following exercises:

Online application

Phone interviews

Testing

Background checks

Behavioural interviews

Pre-employment Medical
(specific sites only)
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Preparing for your interview at TWE
First impressions are critical to your success. Research shows that a
first impression is made within the first eight seconds of a meeting. It is
important to be respectful, polite and attentive. It goes without saying
that you should be extremely well presented and arrive on time.
Prior to attending the interview

•

Ensure you research TWE.

•

Prepare responses as to how your skills and knowledge can add
value to the role and the organisation. Think about specific
examples and back it up with results.

•

Prepare a list of questions you have about TWE and the role.

During the interview
Behavioural Based Interviews are the most common style of
interviewing used today. This requires you to draw on past experience
and describe specific examples that demonstrate your competence.
The most effective way of answering these types of questions is to use
the following technique:
1.

Situation

What was the specific situation? Give an example that happened in
the past.
2.

Process

What was the process you went through to resolve the situation?
3.

Outcome

What was the outcome or result you achieved and what were your key
learnings?
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